Near-infrared imaging in vivo (I): Image restoration technique applicable to the NIR projection images.
To enhance spatial resolution of NIR projection images in vivo, we performed refocusing of NIR projection images of human forearm of about 50 mm thickness. A volunteer's forearm was illuminated by parallel light beam-flux, and then projection images at 750 nm was measured with a Pertier-cooled CCD video camera and digitized. For refocusing computation, PSF of the light transmitted through the tissue was calculated by general equation proposed by van der Zee and Delpy (1988). Simple inverse, constrained least squares, and Wiener filters were tested as refocusing algorithms. Wiener filter gave the best result in terms of image quality and computation time. By applying Wiener filter to the image refocusing of NIR projection images of human forearm, we obtained enhanced spatial resolution.